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ABSTRACT. The values of electron iiicAility in air in presenuo of a magnetic field 
varying from 0 to 200 Gauss and over a wide range of pressure have been computed from break­
down measurements. The validity of the expression fijfXjj (1-f deduced by Town­
send and Gill (1938) and also by Blevin and Haydon (1958) has boon tested by plotting 
1/P“ <Tirv<' is a straight line for a limited range of pressure above .125
m.m. of Hg. The constant Ci is found to decrtaist^  with the uKreaso of the magneti<* field 
and the curve of (b against H is parabolic in nature. An analytical expression has been do* 
duced which explains tho observed \ ariatioii to a first Mpproximation.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
It was shown by Townsend and Gill (193S) that the mobility of tlie electrons 
in the direction of the fitdd in presence of a magnetic field is reduced and is given
by
36
/^ u l  +  cojs^ V (1)
where r is the tim<‘ betMetui two successive collisions and =  eHlmc. Blevin 
and Haydon (1958) considering the bulk properties of electron avalanches have 
deduced that
/^ jor \+(\JPIF^
(i)
where ^  T  , L denoting the mean free path of the electron in the
Lm u J
gas at a pressure of 1 m.m. of Hg and u denotes the random velocity of the electrons 
in the gas. It can easily be shown that equation (1) reduces to equation (2) 
if a simple calculation be carried out; from equation (2) it is seen that
/<//% =  l + W F * -
and if the values of fij/ia be plotted against 1/P®, for a constant value of the magnetic 
field then the curve should bo a straiglit line and the intercept of the curve with 
the axis along which /ij/iB has been plotted should be numerically equal to unity
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while the slope of the eurv(' should provide tlio value of the constant ( \ .  The 
object of this note is to verify equation (1) or (2) so as to determine the range of 
pressure over which it is valid and to see whether ( \  is a constant over the range 
of magnetic fii‘ld investigated.
M E T H O D  OF  C O M P U T A T I O N  OF  M O B I L I T Y
In our prelijiiinary note we liave not made any expcTiniental measurement of 
mobility which we propose to undertake very soon. ITnfortunately we have not 
come across in the literature^ any data for the measurement of m obility in a mag­
netic field. Sen and Ghosli (lb()2) det(*rniined the breakdown potential in air in 
presence of a magnetic field varying from 0 to 200 gauss and over a wide range of 
pressure. I f  E demotes the breakdown potential per unit lemgth then the random 
velocity u can be calculated from the relation
I  ^  e E
and the drift velocity of the electrons can be determined from tlu‘ relation
V ■— (xy-^i'u.
where K  —  (2w /J/)
where m  is the mass of th(‘ tdectron and M  is the mass (»f the positive ion. (Von 
Engel (1959). That this method of calculating the dirft velocity of electrons is 
rt^asonably accurate* is evident because the same ord(T of drift velocity has been 
obtained as is found in the literature. In presemee of magnetic field also the same 
procedure o f calculating the drift velocity from breakdown jiotentials has been 
adopted.
J) T S IJ S S I O N A N D K E S U L T S
The values of /////// havt* b(*(*n plotted against 1 in fig. 1 for different values 
of the magnetic field. Tiie curve is a straight line for pressures above .125 mm  
of Hg and below this value it bends down in each case w ith a negative slope. The
TABLE I
Magnetic field in 
Gauss
Cl X lOT
20 6.02
30 3.80
50 1.60
100 .66
150 .41
200 .52
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intercepts made by the curves are different for different values of the magnetic- 
field and lies between 1.0 to 1.1. 
curves are entered into Table I.
Tlie values of as calculatcfl for different
From Table I  it is evident that ( \  as deduced from tlu‘ <*urv’^ es is not a constant 
but d('creases with tlu  ^ increase' of the magnetic* lic'ld and the average value as de­
duced by kSon and Gbosli (1902) namely 7 .4 6 4 x 1 0 ” is grt'ater than the highest 
value obtained here. The values of (calculated from different curves have-
been plotted against the (corresponding values ot the magnetic field and the 
curve is parabolic in nature. Haydon (1961) has also n*ported dilft'rent valiums of 
C l  for Hydrogen by plotting Iocq w liere oc is the first Townsend coefficient 
against values of { H I E )  varying from 0 to 2.5. Prom this result Ih' has con­
cluded that possibly drift velocity is a linear function of ( E j P )  for small ( E j P )  
values but varies as ( E j P y ^  wliere n  >  1 for larger values of ( E j P ) ,  An attempt 
has been made here to explain the variation of ( \  with with H .  We have
e
ni
L
Uff.
T2
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whore ^  is a constant, and Ujj is tlio random velocity of electrons in presence of 
a magnetic field. That the random velocity of eh^ t^rons varies in presence of 
magnetic field is ev i^dent from the fact that the electron temperature which is 
a measure of the random velocity varies in a magnetic field also . Hence
=
where K  =  {'im jM ) 
where u' is another constant.
and it has been pointed out by Blevin and Haydon 
VoIvb =
n ' [ l - \ - C , - T P I P ^ f
Cl 
C l -
whore a =  a'jv
''0
[1 - 2 « - / / 2 /p 2 ] i  - v 7 ( 2 f f 1 )1! - i h W i P *  2aH*IP^
[ l -2 o  • f^2/P2]i-V l-4«^^/P2
J a lP I P ^
_ 4
\ a IP  “ i
which shows that tlie value of (\  shouhl deer(*ase with the increase in magnetic 
fiehl. The nature of the <!urve in Fig. 2 shows that for values of magnetic field
Fig. 2. H in gauss —>
greater than 100 gauss, the value of 0^ tends to assume a constant value where 
as for smaller values of magnetic field it is very susceptible to change for small 
changes in the magnetic field.
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In conclusion it may be stated that the expr(*ssion for mobility of electrons 
in a magnetic field as deduced eitluir l)y Townsend and Gill or by Blevin and 
Haydon is valid for a limited range of pressure above .125 mm of Hg and the cons­
tant becomes a function of the magnetic fiedd, but practically becomes a cons­
tant for values of magnetic field greater than 100 gauss. At the same time, 
it must be borne in mind that the (lonolusions reached above are derived from 
computed values of mobility from breakdown measurements, which the authors 
think are liable to error. A systematic investigation of mobility measurements 
in presence of a magnetic field has therefore been undertaken and the results will 
be reportwl in future.
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